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Congress Should Continue Emergency UI,  
Forget Phony Reforms 

Unemployment insurance is a critical piece of ensuring financial stability for families and economic recovery for communities 

during times of high joblessness. Over the next several days, Congress will debate whether to continue emergency 

unemployment insurance benefits through 2012 as well as consider various changes to the program. Even as the 

unemployment rate continues to improve, it will take several years of strong job growth to return to pre-recession employment 

levels. There are too few jobs available for the number of job seekers, with more than four workers per job opening. Since the 

federal UI extensions began in Texas in 2008, Texans have made more than two million federal unemployment claims, 

totaling well over $9 billion. These dollars have protected families and generated demand for goods and services, helping 

maintain jobs. Cutting off UI abruptly will devastate families and undermine communities. Emergency UI will automatically 

phase out as the economy improves and the unemployment rate drops. In the meantime, Congress should continue UI 

through 2012 and reject phony reforms proposed in the House that would allow states to lower benefit amounts, use UI 

revenues for other programs, and deny UI to workers for reasons unrelated to earnings. 

Congress Should Continue UI During the Recovery 
The UI federal programs have been a strong wage insurance platform for Texans 

during the Great Recession. The Texas economy has continued to recover as UI 

federal funds have injected more than $9 billion into the state’s economy, as 

unemployed works have continued covering their household expenses and 

spending their dollars at local businesses while they look for a stable job.  

In Texas, during the last half of 2011,  62 percent of the 633,000 UI claimants 

were unemployed more than six months, qualifying for federal UI payments—

Emergency Unemployment Compensation (EUC) and/or Extended Benefits. 

Unemployed Texans also qualified for the full 73 weeks available through the 

EUC and EB programs.  

The UI federal programs are set to expire at the end of February. If Congress does 

not continue federal UI programs, nearly 193,000 Texans will exhaust benefits by 

June 2012. Cutting off UI abruptly will stall Texas’ economic growth and will 

harm already cash-strapped and struggling families in Texas searching for 

employment in a relatively weak labor market. 

 

 

 

Why continue UI Federal 
Programs? 
 
• There are more than 4 job 

seekers for every available job. 

• Texas would need 660,000 jobs to 
return to 2008 employment levels. 

• Texas’ job growth is not strong 
enough to bring the state to a full 
recovery before 2015. 

Congress Should Reject 
Harmful Proposals to UI that 
would:  
 
• Erect barriers to UI for Texans 

with lower levels of education 

• Divert UI funds to purposes other 
than wage replacement. 

• Require redundant work search 
requirements. 

• Subject Texans to privacy 
invasions such as drug testing. 
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In November 2011, the majority in the House of Representatives began to advocate for HR 3630, a bill that erects new 

barriers and restrictions to qualify for several important benefits, including UI. The table below shows the House proposal to 

shorten UI in 2012. Should these proposals pass, unemployed Texans would lose 40 weeks of federal EUC and EB in 2012. 

House Proposal to Cut UI Benefits 

Proposed Changes to Shorten Unemployment Insurance 
Emergency Unemployment Compensation 

Tiers Unemployment Rate Trigger Current Weeks House Proposal 
1 None 20 20 
2 None 14 Eliminated 
3 At least 6% 13 13 
4 At least 8.5% 6 Eliminated 

 Total: 53 weeks Total: 33 weeks 
Extended Benefits 

Unemployment Trigger Current Weeks House Proposal 
At least 6.5%, but less than 8% 13 EB would phase out over the first 

six months as states “trigger off” 
benefits** 

At least 8% 20 
 Total weeks: up to 20 weeks 

Total Possible Weeks-Federal UI 34-73 20-33 weeks** 
Regular state programs 26* 26* 

Maximum number of weeks – State & Federal UI 99 59 
*During the recession, some states have changed their UI laws to reduce the number of weeks of regular state UI to 20 weeks. These 
states will have a lower number of EUC benefits available as a result. 
**Although states would be eligible for up to 20 weeks, high unemployment states will not qualify due to the “look back” provision 
that requires states with high unemployment to also have a rate that is 10 percent higher than in any of the past three years. While 
several states still have sustained high unemployment above 8 percent, they will not qualify since this provision has not been 
suspended.  

 
Congress Should Reject House Proposals to Permanently Limit UI Benefits for Hardworking 
Americans  
In addition to cutting off UI to hundreds of thousands of Americans, HR 3630 would limit eligibility for certain workers 

based on educational attainment.  The bill would dramatically change the UI program by moving away from a partial wage 

replacement system for most full-time workers to a public benefits model that qualifies individuals on a more conditional basis 

and uses UI funds for purposes other than benefits.  

Some of the most harmful provisions include requiring UI claimants to have a high school diploma, a General Education 

Development (GED) certificate, or be enrolled in a GED program to qualify for UI.  States could also require UI claimants to 

take a drug test at the worker’s expense prior to receiving any UI benefits.   Through a waiver process, states could divert 

employer UI revenues for various workforce and reemployment projects. While retraining and reemployment efforts are 

important, these services should supplement UI benefits, not replace them. These and other provisions, if enacted, would harm 

the economy. 

Drug testing: Under HR 3630, states would be allowed to require a drug test for UI claimants. Drug testing has no place in a 

wage-insurance program such as UI. Workers who lose their job due to drug use are already barred from receiving UI benefits. 

And requiring drug testing at the claimant’s expense would add an undue financial burden to an already cash-strapped 

unemployed worker. Claimants would be required to pay for a drug test ranging between $25 and $75 just to get benefits for 

Proposed Changes to State UI Programs 
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something they already paid into through work. Administration of this provision also would add to state agency bureaucracy 

and administrative costs.  

Minimum education barriers: HR 3630 proposed adding an additional barrier to UI for those with lower-levels of educational 

attainment by requiring UI recipients to have a high school degree, GED certificate or be enrolled in a GED program. 

Targeting workers with lower levels of education attainment for denial is inequitable and would alter the fundamental nature 

of the UI system as a wage-insurance program for those previously attached to the workforce. And local adult education 

programs with inadequate levels of funding are already oversubscribed and would be ill-equipped to take on increased 

enrollment.  

Redundant job search requirements: The House proposal would mandate states to impose various weekly work search 

requirements that already exist in most state statutes. The provision would result in additional administrative workloads and 

costs to ensure compliance. These redundant requirements would have no impact on reducing unemployment.  

Diversion of UI Trust Funds: The House proposal allows states to request waivers to use UI funds for so called 

“Demonstration Projects” to conduct re-employment and workforce training. This provision would divert UI funds away from 

paying for benefits that Texas families need. 

Reducing benefits for workers: Under current law, states cannot reduce regular state benefits while accepting federal 

emergency UI funds, although some states have sidestepped this provision by cutting the number of weeks of benefits. The 

House proposal removes these protections against state UI benefit reductions while those states are eligible for EUC. Congress 

should protect workers against these benefit cuts to avoid further reductions in income for already struggling families in this 

relatively weak labor market.  

Proposed Changes to Federal Emergency Unemployment Programs 

Diverting benefits to programs: While the American Jobs Act of 2011 included reemployment services and activities, it 

provided additional funding for these services. The House proposal allows states to use the federal funds for these activities 

rather than for paying benefits.  

Funding programs out of benefits:: States would also be allowed to deduct up to $5 from a claimants already inadequate 

weekly unemployment payment to fund the cost of  the mandatory reemployment services discussed above. In Texas, the 

average weekly benefit is roughly $314.  Workers can’t afford to give up a penny, much less $5.    

Conclusion: Congress should continue federal emergency UI for hardworking Americans and reject phony reforms that would 

alter the fundamental nature of UI as a wage-insurance program that protects workers who lose their job due to no fault of 

their own.  
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